
Is an international payment service 
that makes money from processing 
payments for goods and services in 
national currencies and cryptocurrencies, 
from converting cryptocurrencies, from 
creating alternative payment systems 
and services at any scale from in-house 
corporate services to interntaional 
systems
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Our purpose is to create a new 
worldwide payment infrastructure that 
meets modern market requirements 
and makes it possible to use any digital 
financial assets as a means of payment.

It helps to bring together blockchain 
projects and cryptocurrencies with  
the traditional real economy to make 
the benefits of blockchain technologies 
available to businesses and all people 
around the world in their everyday life.

Joys Purpose
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The modern payment system was 
born in 1951 and is based on outdated 
architecture today: there are many 
intermediaries, high commissions, 
it is impossible to create a new 
independent payment system.

It is almost impossible to legally use 
cryptocurrency to purchase goods and 
services in offline stores.

The economic cycle of 
cryptocurrencies and tokens is very 
thin, there is no way to use the goods-
money-goods cycle. 

Existing solutions are limited.

Market problems
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We have divided financial flows: cryptocurrencies exchanged for fiat in the 
jurisdiction where it’s legal, in the country of purchase turnover only fiat.

So Joys is the international payment service provider that allows using 
cryptocurrencies and tokens for purchasing products and services in the legal 
field in different countries.

Joys Solution
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Different countries want their national 
payment system.

There are thousands of coins and 
tokens, but it is still impossible to pay 
with this.

The Guide for central banks on 
managing national digital currencies 
(CBDC) was presented at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos.

The market needs new infrastructure 
for tokenization of the assets, 
businesses, work and time, for human 
tokenization.

Today is the time
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Market

The daily trading volume of cryptocurrencies (May 2020) 
is ~ 90 billion US dollars. (total trading volume on all 
exchanges per day).

Accordingly, the monthly turnover is already about $ 3 trillion, and in 
2020 this value will be at least $ 36 trillion.

This value, despite noticeable fluctuations, demonstrates 
stable growth, close to doubling every calendar year:

The number of cryptocurrency users (active cryptocurrency 
wallets) also shows steady growth:

Total market capitalization all 
cryptocurrencies is more than  
260 billion US dollars

of which the largest weight is 
Bitcoin capitalization (ВТС) ~  
$ 180 billion.

The second cryptocurrency  
in terms of capitalization is 
Ethereum (ETH) ~ $ 27 billion.

2018 y.

2017 y.

2019 y.

2018 y.

2020 y.

2019 y.
2020 y.

(5 months)

(March)

$20 billion

17 million

$45 billion

27 million

$90 billion

42 million
47 million
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Joys Infrastructure

Payment application Joys 
POS is available for:

Available for connection in cash solutions  
and platforms for online stores:

http://docs.dinect.com/ru/articles/4166932-joyspos
https://joys.digital/en/pos/
https://joys.digital/en/pos/
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You can join the leading companies and attract this 
category of customers by connecting Joys Digital 
payment service.

These businesses are already
working with Joys:

See all stores on the map →

https://joys.digital/en/personal/#stores
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For the users
Joys Wallet is a wallet for your digital assets (crypto 
assets, cryptocurrencies, tokens) as well as fiat 
currency accounts. Users from 37 countries are 
able to easily:

Manage their accounts ;

Buy and sell cryptocurrencies through the app;

Pay for goods and services using whatever currency 
they may have in the wallet;

Access a full list of retail outlets where digital currencies 
can be used to pay for goods and services.

It is easy: 
You install it, you put money in it,  
you make purchases.

https://apps.apple.com/ru/app/joys-wallet/id1449563476
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=digital.joys.wallet
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Joys items of income

Commissions
for sales of
services 

>8%
Payment for

implementation
of solutions,

maintenance
$1M+

Payment service Exchanger EnterpriseFinancial services

 2020 2021 2022

It is formed from the 
difference in exchange rates 

when exchanging 
cryptocurrencies for fiat or a 

direct commission from 
project tokens

It is formed from
the difference in

the purchase and sale
rates when exchanging 

cryptocurrencies

The concept of a digital bank, 
the commission for the sale of 
third-party services: insurance, 

payments, etc.

Set up of private payment 
systems and accounting 

systems on the blockchain, 
tokenization of assets

<3% Commission
on each

transaction
1% Commission

on each
transaction

$ 4,2M $ 154M $ 1,012M
40% Exchanger

5% Brokerage service

5% Selling external products

35% Enterprise

15% Payment

25% Exchanger

5% Brokerage service

5% Selling external products

40% Enterprise

25% Payment

30% Exchanger

10% Brokerage service

5% Selling external products

30% Enterprise

25% Payment
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Financial indicators

$6 056 877
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Team
Andrey Mikhailishin — CEO
Entrepreneur, co-founder of projects: 
DiscountMobile, Dinect, MUVIS, professional 
in the field of automation and modeling of 
technological processes and systems.

Vladislav Gavrilyuk —  CMO 
Practicing digital expert with extensive 
experience in all online marketing 
channels, worked with the top 100 major 
companies in Runet: Lamoda, BonPrix, 
Quelle, World Of Tanks, TCS Bank, Open 
Bank. 

Sergey Zhdanov — CTO
Experienced professional in the field 
of distributed network solutions, 
programmer, accountant. Since 2015,  
he has been using blockchain technology 
in operating businesses and systems.

Alexander Shamyan  —  CCO, 
investor relations  
Entrepreneur, has experience in the financial 
sector since 2004, he has worked his way up 
from a banking specialist to a director of a 
financial company, and has attracted more 
than 2.5 billion rubles.

Vladimir Tolmachev — CVO
Payment market expert, analyst, co-founder 
and CEO of Russia’s first mobile non-card 
payment system Sendy (Deepay).

Other members of Joys team
Another 31 great professionals each in their
own field: programmers, testers, designers,
marketing specialists, advertisers, salesmen,
etc.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrey-mikhaylishin-79329036/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/âëàäèñëàâ-ãàâðèëþê-79a94241/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sergey-zhdanov-58308463/
https://www.facebook.com/szhdanoff
https://www.facebook.com/100024678528307
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php%3Fid%3D100011409224803
https://joys.digital/en/contacts/
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Joys is hard at work to create a new independent payment system for BRICS nations 
called New International Payment System (NIPS) BRICS PAY. The new payment 
system will rely on solutions from Joys and will not be subject to any sanctions or 
blockades, always being available to all BRICS nations.

SWITCH CLOUD

Acquiring

Emission

Management

Africa
plus

Banks

BanksBanks

Banks Banks

Asia
plus

plus

Asia
plus

BelarusA rmenia

Kazakhstan

Latin America
plus

Participation in NIPS BRICS PAY
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A solution has been created for the possibility 
of mutual settlements between the 
Vnesheconombank (VEB) Digital Transformation 
Center and its residents, which includes:

• Private blockchain network with accounting 
system;

• POS-solution for tracking of purchases;

• Mobile payment applications for Residents;

• Office of the payment service.

The usability of the service is confirmed by the 
customer. As a next step, plans for expanding 
functionality are already being discussed.

Article on vedomosti.ru. 
https://www.vedomosti.ru/technology/articles/2018/08/17/778476-tokeni

«VEB coins» — 
blockchain private payment service 
developed on JAS technology

https://github.com/Joys-digital/joys-node-docker
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The Joys team created the solution to exchange 
information about payments via ultrasound and 
integrated it into the existing service.

Residents and guests of the Center highly 
appreciated the possibilities of the technology, 
being surprised by the new possibilities of their 
smartphones.

Now the possibility of contactless payment has 
become available for any iOS and Android devices, 
and not just for those that have an NFC-module.

Ultrasonic payments
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The project allows you to solve the 
problem of targeted assistance to  
the poor. Thanks to the use of 
blockchain and Joys technologies,  
the system ensures that the distributed 
funds will be brought to the addressee 
and used to purchase essential goods.

Our solution allows improving control 
over budget spending, implementing  
a digitalization program, and increasing 
the population’s loyalty to authority.

Digitization of social support
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The independent non-profit organization 
Laboratory of Humanities Projects in 
conjunction with Joys have created the 
Science Talent platform that aims to 
support researchers who publish research 
articles and books.

A smart contract is published for each 
research publication with the contract 
containing all the information about the 
publishers, co-authors, translators, research 
supervisors, research assistants and other 
staff that the money earned through the 
publication should be distributed among.

Support the author by donation to JOYS wallet number  
of the article *.

JOYS wallet number of the article : 
0x5ECE8e36c 8e90a2A0d267cE8CdF5Fe494759f673

Supporting researchers, 
donations and tips
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Managing customer behavior will 
be made easier through the use of 
marketing automation cloud services 
from Joys.

Discounts and bonuses encourage 
people to come back to the store 
more often and buy more.

A customer paying with a plastic 
card is an unknown.

How do we learn who buys what 
and how often.

How can we make more money 
by managing customer behavior?

Loyalty programs
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$ 1,5 M$ 1,5 M
Invested to research 
and development

51%10%

for scale and develop

Needs from
06.2020 to 07.2021

Ready to give:
We are ready to
give up to

in equity in local companies
for partnership

in equity in parent company

Offer to investor

or



Working with investors

Alexander Shamyan 
CCO, investor relations

email: a.shamyan@joys.digital 
t.me/avshamyan
phone: +7 (925) 029 3812

For any questions

Andrey Mikhailishin 
CEO

email: andrey@joys.digital 
phone: +7 (903) 944 3735

https://joys.digital

mailto:a.shamyan%40joys.digital%20?subject=
t.me/avshamyan
mailto:andrey%40joys.digital%20?subject=
https://joys.digital

